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Pune the cultural capital of Maharashtra is a land dotted with forts, museums and temples which
reminds one the glorious past of the city.  Once the home town of Marathas and centre of power of
the Maratha Empire, the presence of numerous edifices in Pune link to its rich and glorious past. On
your trip travllers can visit places like Shaniwar wada, Aga Khan Palace, Osho Ashram, Parvati Hill
temple, Bund garden, Shinde Chhatri, Pataleshwar cave temple, Raja Dinkar Kelar museum, Saras
bagh etc. Educational institutions and corporate giants have made Pune a prosperous town. The
city's cultural activities and places of interest for art lovers have made earned it a distinct popularity
and image among people. Pune is truly a melting pot of varied cultures. Puneâ€™s climate enjoys a
pleasant climate throughout the year but time to visit the city during winters especially in the month
of November and December.

Due to so many attractions and looking at the great inflow of travllers the city has come up with
many hotels in Pune. These hotels are constructed keeping in mind need of all kind of travllers.
They offer standard, Deluxe and family rooms with facilities include telephone in all rooms,
television with satellite channels in the room, round the clock hot water, and banquet hall, doctor on
call, travel desk and dormitory. These hotels in Pune facilitate the guests with all basic amenities
and other facilities required for comfortable stay. Pune hotels range from the high priced luxury stay
to the low priced budget hotels. They very well understand the needs of the travllers hence cater
them with different facilities on their stay in this beautiful city. These hotels are very renowned for
offering exquisite room dÃ©cor with all the modern amenities and world class services to offer the
guests with perfect accommodation during their holiday.

The well trained staff assists you throughout your stay in the resort by offerings you perfect
assistance on your trip. These hotels in Pune also enable you to plan your holiday to the various
tourist locations without wasting your time. So if you are planning your vacation to Pune- the cultural
capital of Maharashtra than plan your accommodation in Pune hotels as these accommodations will
offer comfortable stay in this charismatic city with modern amenities so that you have a memorable
stay with your loved ones. So go ahead book your accommodation now.
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